Starting from loop equations, we prove that the wave functions constructed from topological recursion on families of spectral curves with a global involution satisfy a system of partial differential equations, whose equations can be seen as quantizations of the original spectral curves. The families of spectral curves can be parametrized with the so-called times, defined as periods on second type cycles. These equations can be used to prove that the WKB solution of many isomonodromic systems coincides with the topological recursion wave function, and thus show that the topological recursion wave function is annihilated by a quantum curve. This recovers many known quantum curves for genus zero spectral curves and generalizes to hyperelliptic curves. In the particular case of a degenerate elliptic curve, apart from giving the quantum curve, we prove that the wave function satisfies the first Painlevé isomonodromic system and equation just from loop equations, making use of our system of PDEs. In general, we are able to recover the Gelfand-Dikii isomonodromic systems just from topological recursion.
Introduction
Topological recursion is a powerful tool, which was first discovered in the context of large size asymptotic expansions in random matrix theory [10, 7, 5, 6] and established as an independent universal theory around 2007 [15] . Its most important role was to unveil a common structure in many different topics in mathematics and physics, which helped building bridges among them and gaining general context. For instance, it has been related to fundamental structures in enumerative geometry and integrable systems, such as intersection theory on moduli spaces of curves and cohomological field theories.
A quantum curve is a Schrödinger operator-like non-commutative analogue of a plane curve that annihilates the so-called wave function, which can be seen as a WKB asymptotic solution of the corresponding differential equation. Inspired by the intuition coming from matrix models, it has been conjectured that there exists such a quantum curve associated to a spectral curve, which is the input of the topological recursion, and whose WKB asymptotic solution is reconstructed by the topological recursion output.
This claim was verified in [22] for a class of spectral curves called admissible, which are basically spectral curves whose Newton polygons have no interior point. Admissible spectral curves include a very large number of spectral curves of genus 0. Therefore they recover many cases previously 1 studied in the literature in various algebro-geometric contexts. In the present work, we go beyond admissible spectral curves and study the quantum curve problem for spectral curves with a global involution, given by algebraic curves whose defining polynomials are of the form y 2 " Rpxq, with R a rational function on x. This setting includes the genus 0 spectral curves with a global involution y Þ Ñ´y, such as the well-known Airy curve, which are many less that the set of admissible curves, but it also includes all genus 1 spectral curves, i.e. all elliptic curves, and all hyperelliptic curves, which are curves of genus g ą 1 where R is a polynomial in x.
Quantum curves encode enumerative invariants in an interesting way, and help building the bridge between the geometry of integrable systems and topological recursion. One of the most celebrated applications of quantum curves is in the context of knot theory, where the quantum curve of the A-polynomial of a knot provides a conjectural constructive generalization of the volume conjecture [8, 9, 4 ].
1.1. Quantum curves and topological recursion. We start by presenting the idea of quantum curves and their relation to topological recursion. Consider P P Crx, ys and let C " tpx, yq P C 2 | P px, yq " 0u be a plane curve.
Consider ą 0 a formal parameter. A quantization of the plane curve C, is a differential operator p P of the form p P pp x, p y; q " P 0 pp x, p yq`Op q
where p x " x¨, p y " d dx . In fact,P is a formal series (or transseries) normal-ordered operator valued polynomial (all the p y in a monomial are placed to the right of all the p x) whose leading order term P 0 pp x, p yq recovers the polynomial equation of the original spectral curve (normal ordered). Actually, in general P 0 px, yq can be a reducible polynomial with P px, yq one of its factors. The operators p x and p y satisfy the following commutation relation which justifies the name 'quantization": rp y, p xs " .
One can consider a Schrödinger-type differential equation
(1) p P pp x, p yqψpz, q " 0, with z P C, whose solution can be calculated via the WKB method, that is we require ψ to have a formal series (resp. transseries) expansion of the form ψpz, q " exp˜ÿ mě0 m´1 S m pzq( resp. of the form of a formal series in powers of exponentials of inverse powers of whose coefficients are formal power series of ). The coefficients S k pzq are determined recursively via (1) . One fundamental question is if the formal solution ψ can be computed directly from the original plane curve C. The conjectural answer is provided by the topological recursion and is already established in many cases. The input data of the topological recursion is called spectral curve. For the purpose of this paper, a spectral curve will be given as in [12] , i.e. by the data pΣ, x, y, ω 0,1 , ω 0,2 q, where Σ is a compact Riemann surface, and x and y are meromorphic functions on Σ such that the zeroes of dx do not coincide with the zeroes of dy. Then x and y must be algebraically dependent, i.e. P px, yq " 0 with P P Crx, ys. We consider ω 0,1 :" ydx and ω 0,2 a symmetric bi-differential B on Σ 2 with double poles along the diagonal and vanishing residues. The output of the topological recursion are symmetric meromorphic multi-differentials ω g,n pz 1 , . . . , z n q on Σ n .
2
The perturbative wave function ψpzq constructed from topological recursion is defined (see [15] ) as
2g´2`n n! ż z o¨¨¨ż z oˆω g,n pz 1 , . . . , z n q´δ g,0 δ n,2 dxpz 1 qdxpz 2 q pxpz 1 q´xpz 22˙¸, where o P Σ is a chosen base-point for integration. In general the quantum curve is obtained by choosing o " ζ such that xpζq " 8, and one may need to regularize the pg, nq " p0, 1q term in the limit o Ñ ζ. We choose a regularization for pg, nq " p0, 2q which slightly differs from some part of the literature and produces the first factor of the expression. We emphasize that our definition transforms as a spinor 1 2 -form under change of coordinates. Actually, we will generalize the definition of the wave-function by allowing integration over any divisor as in [12] .
A further question is if the differential operator p P can be directly constructed from the topological recursion. This has also been answered affirmatively in many cases. In this article, we actually construct an operator that we believe is a more fundamental object, which appears more naturally for curves of genus g ą 0, and provides a PDE which also allows to reconstruct the wave function ψ. Our system of PDEs will also imply a quantum curve in the more classical sense considered in this section.
Generalized cycles.
Let us now recall the concept of generalized cycles on a Riemann surface as in [12] , which will help us introduce suitable local coordinates in the space of spectral curves. These local coordinates can be seen as deformation parameters giving rise to families of spectral curves and will play a key role when producing our system of PDEs for a large class of spectral curves.
The so-called times t i , introduced in [12] , can be viewed as local coordinates in the space of spectral curves. Time deformations B t i belong to the tangent space, which is isomorphic to the space of meromorphic differential forms on the spectral curve, and via form-cycle duality it can be identified with the space of generalized cycles on the spectral curve. In [12] , generalized cycles are defined as elements of the dual of the space of meromorphic forms on Σ such that integrating ω 0,2 " B on them gives meromorphic 1-forms.
In practice a generating family is given by 3 kinds of cycles, dual to 3 kinds of forms: ‚ 1st kind cycles: This type of cycles are usual non-contractible cycles, i.e. elements rγs P H 1 pΣ, Cq. If Σ is compact of genus g, then dim H 1 pΣ, Cq " 2g. ‚ 2nd kind cycles: A cycle of second type γ " γ p .f consists of a small circle γ p around a point p P Σ (small in the sense of projective limit) weighted by a function f holomorphic in a neighborhood of γ p and meromorphic in a neighborhood of p, with a possible pole at p (of any degree), i.e. by definition ş γ ω -2πi Res p f ω. ‚ 3rd kind cycles: They are open chains γ " γ qÑp (paths up to homotopic deformation with fixed endpoints), whose boundaries Bγ " rps´rqs are degree zero divisors. Let x : Σ Ñ C be the meromorphic function that makes the spectral curve a branched cover of the Riemann sphere. A basis of functions which are meromorphic in a neighborhood of p P Σ is given by tξ k p u kPZ , with ξ p " px´xppqq 1{ordppxq . If xppq " 8 we set ξ p " x 1{ordppxq , with ord p pxq ă 0. The following set of cycles generates an integer lattice in the space of second kind cycles:
Given a meromorphic 1-form ω on Σ, for every pole p of ω, we define for every j ě 0 the KP times:
Since we assumed Σ to be compact, the number of poles is finite. Moreover, all the times with j ě deg p ω are vanishing. Therefore, only a finite number of times are non-zero.
1.3. Context and outline. One of our motivations to study the problem of quantum curves for any spectral curve with a global involution was two be able to recover the whole isomonodromic system associated to Painlevé I just from loop equations. We also aimed to give the first quantum curves for spectral curves of genus g ą 1 and we were especially interested to see how introducing deformations with respect to the times could give rise to systems of PDEs that we consider more natural in general.
1.3.1.
Comparison to the literature. In [23] , they generalize the techniques employed in [22] to find the quantum curves for admissible curves to apply them to the family of genus one spectral curves given by the Weierstrass equation. They find an order two differential operator that annihilates the perturbative wave-function ψ. However, it is not a quantum curve, since it contains infinitely many corrections which are not meromorphic functions of x. They also check the first orders of the conjectural quantum curve [11, 14, 3] for the non-perturbative wave-function.
In [19] , they focus on the Painlevé I spectral curve, which is a degenerate torus, and they get from topological recursion a PDE that annihilates the wave function, which is compatible with the isomonodromic system and, together with another identity coming from integrable systems, provides a quantum curve that annihilates the wave function. In [17] , the first author slightly generalizes the same results to the case of any elliptic curve, that is he considers not only the degenerate case of Painlevé I, but tori where none of the two cycles are pinched. In both papers, they show that the corrections from [23] can be controlled by a derivative with respect to a deformation parameter. The quantum curves still contain inifinitely many -correction terms, but in this case, these corrections are given by the asymptotic expansion of the solution of Painlevé I around Ñ 0 [16] .
In [18] , the approach is reversed: they prove that Lax pairs associated with -dependent Painlevé equations satisfy the topological type property of [1] , which implies that one can reconstruct the -expansion of the isomonodromic τ -function from to topological recursion. Finally, in [21] , they generalize this result showing that it is always possible to deform a differential equation B x Ψpxq " LpxqΨpxq, with Lpxq P sl 2 pCq by introducing a formal parameter in such a way that it satisfies the topological type property.
In the present work, we recover the PDE from [19, 17] from loop equations (which are necessary for topological recursion, but not sufficient) and as part of a system that we obtain because we consider a wave-function where the integrals are over any divisor of degree zero. With our system, we are able to recover the whole isomonodromic system associated to Painlevé I just from loop equations. We also give an additional meaning to the deformation parameter that appears naturally in [19, 17] for the case of elliptic curves, making use of the powerful idea of deforming with respect to the generalized cycles introduced in the previous section. The elliptic curve case is a very concrete case in which there is only one such deformation parameter, but we see that we need to consider several in the higher genus cases.
1.3.2.
Outline. In Section 2 we introduce the type of curves we consider in this work and relate them to the concept of spectral curves as input of the topological recursion. We also give the link to the spectral curves in the setting of isomonodromy systems, which serves as a motivation to us. Moreover, we compute the deformation parameters of the family of elliptic curves, which recovers the Painlevé isomonodromy system setting in the degenerate case; in particular, the so-called KP times.
In Section 3 we recall the loop equations for our specific setting and deduce some interesting consequences relating them to time deformations, which appear when considering spectral curves of genus g ą 0.
In Section 4 we prove our main result. We obtain from the loop equations a system of partial differential equations that annihilates our wave-function defined from topological recursion integrating over a general divisor. We also give the shape of this system in the particular cases of genus zero and elliptic curves. Finally, we consider our system for the particular case of a two-point divisor, which then consists of only two PDEs, with derivations with respect to two spectral variables and the deformation parameters, called times. We are able to combine the two PDEs in such a way that we eliminate one of the spectral variables.
In Section 5, we argue that if the spectral curve comes from an isomonodromic system, then the topological recursion non-perturbative wave function has to coincide with the solution of the isomonodromic system, which implies an ODE, which is the quantum curve we were looking for. As particular interesting cases, we recover the Painlevé system and equation, and its higher analogues defined in terms of Gelfand-Dikii polynomials.
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Spectral curves with a global involution
In this article we focus on algebraic plane curves of the form
with P pxq P Crxs an arbitrary polynomial of x, and we will generalize to y 2 " Rpxq with Rpxq P Cpxq an arbitrary rational function of x.
The degree of the polynomial y 2´R pxq is related to the genus of the curve. For example, in the case in which R is a polynomial of degree 2m`1 or 2m`2 the curve has genusĝ ď m, with equality if the plane curve is smooth. If the degree is odd, the curve has one point at infinity and if the degree is even, the curve has two points at infinity. Ifĝ ą 1, the curve is called hyperelliptic; ifĝ " 1 (with a distinguished point), it is called elliptic, and ifĝ " 0, it is called rational.
2.1. Spectral curves as input of the topological recursion. The method of topological recursion associates to a spectral curve S a doubly indexed family of meromorphic multi-differentials ω g,n on Σ n : TR: Spectral curve S " pΣ, x, ydx, Bq Invariants ω g,n (F g " ω g,0 ).
A spectral curve is the data of Σ a Riemann surface, x : Σ Ñ CP 1 a holomorphic projection to the base CP 1 , making Σ a ramified cover of the sphere, ydx a meromorphic 1-form on Σ, and B a 2nd kind fundamental differential, i.e. a symmetric 1 b 1 form on ΣˆΣ with normalized double pole on the diagonal and no other pole, behaving near the diagonal as:
In case the spectral curve is of genus 0, i.e. Σ " CP 1 , it is known that such a B is unique and is worth
If the genusĝ of Σ is ě 1, B is not unique since one can add any symmetric bilinear tensor product of holomorphic 1-forms. A way to find a unique one is to choose a Torelli marking, which is a choice of a symplectic basis ttA
Such a bi-differential has a natural construction in algebraic geometry and is called the normalized fundamental differential of the second kind on Σ. See [13] for constructing B for general algebraic plane curves.
Remark 2.1. The coordinate x : Σ Ñ CP 1 in the definition of spectral curve can be thought as a ramified covering of the sphere. We call degree of the spectral curve the number of sheets of the covering, i.e. the number of preimages of a generic point. In this article, we focus on spectral curves of degree 2 with a global involution px, yq Þ Ñ px,´yq.
2.2.
Spectral curves from isomonodromic systems. Painlevé transcendents have their origin in the study of special functions and of isomonodromic deformations of linear differential equations. They are solutions to certain nonlinear second-order ordinary differential equations in the complex plane with the Painlevé property, i.e. the only movable singularities are poles. An -dependent Lax pair is a pair pLpx, t; q, Rpx, t;of 2ˆ2 matrices, whose entries are rational functions of x and holomorphic in t such that the system of partial differential equations
is compatible. We call such a system an isomonodromy system. The compatibility condition, i.e. B BtBx Ψ " B BxBt Ψ, is equivalent to the so-called zero-curvature equation:
BL Bt´ BR Bx`r L, Rs " 0.
In [20] , Jimbo and Miwa gave a list of the Lax pairs whose compatibility conditions are equivalent to the six Painlevé equations. Let us consider the expansion around " 0 of the first equation of the system: Lpx, t; q " ř kě0 k L k px, tq. The associated spectral curve is given by (7) detpy Id´L 0 px, tqq " 0, which is actually a family of algebraic curves parametrized by t. 
The leading term u " uptq of a formal power series solution U pt, q " uptq`ř kě1 2k u k ptq satisfies t "´3u 2 and determines the subleading terms recursively:
The coefficient u k ptq has a singularity at u " 0, i.e. t " 0. This special point is called a turning point of P I . We shall assume that t ‰ 0. We denote by 9 U the derivative with respect to t of U pt, q. The Tau-function T ptq is defined in such a way that
The Painlevé equation ensures that T is an entire function with simple zeros at the movable poles of U . The Lax pair associated to the first Painlevé equation is given by
The leading term of L in its expansion around " 0 is given by
The spectral curve reads (9) detpy Id´L 0 px, tqq " y 2´p x´uq 2 px`2uq " 0, which is actually a family of algebraic curves parametrized by t. Since we have assumed t ‰ 0, the two roots of Rpxq " px´uq 2 px`2uq x " u and x "´2u are distinct, but the root x " u has multiplicity 2. These curves have genus 0 or, more precisely, constitute a family of tori with one of the cycles pinched.
In general, we want to study the family of tori given by
where Rpxq " x 3`t x`V has three different roots. The case t "´3u 2 , V " 2u 3 recovers the particular degenerate case (9).
2.3.
Parametrizations and deformation parameters of the elliptic case. In the elliptic case, we give the parametrizations and compute the coordinates because it has more structure than the genus 0 case, since we need to introduce one deformation parameter, and it also illustrates how the general case works. The degenerate case corresponds to Painlevé I, which is our prototypical example, when making the connection to isomonodromy systems. 7 2.3.1. Degenerate case. When V " 2u 3 , consider the parametrization of the spectral curve given by
with z P Σ " CP 1 and the fundamental form of the second kind on Σ:
It satisfies
This curve has one ramification point at z " 0 and one pole at z " 8.
Near z " 8, we have
This implies that where we use the generalized cycles A p,k and B p,k defined in (2) and we have considered only the values k " 1, 5 for which t 8,k ‰ 0. The degenerate cycle A corresponds to a small simple closed curve encircling z 0 " ? 3u and the cycle B corresponds to the chain p´?3u Ñ ? 3uq. Therefore, we have
The prepotential F 0 [12, 15] is worth
Non-degenerate case: elliptic curves. When V ‰ 2u 3 , we shall consider the Weierstrass parametrization of the torus of modulus τ , and with a scaling ν: # xpzq " ν 2 ℘pzq, ypzq " ν 3 2 ℘ 1 pzq, with z P Σ " C{Z`τ Z the torus of modulus τ . The fundamental form of the second kind on Σ, normalized on the A cycle is:
with G k pτ q the k th Eisenstein series. It satisfies
t "´15ν 4 G 4 pτ q, , V "´35ν 6 G 6 pτ q. Instead of parametrizing the spectral curve with t and V , we shall parametrize it with t and ǫ where
We shall now write V " V pt, ǫq. We have:
dV " 2πiνdǫ´ν 2 G 2 pτ qdt. This curve has 3 ramification points at z " 1 2 , τ 2 , 1`τ 2 , and one pole at z " 0. Near z " 0, we have
This implies that
We also define ǫ " 1 2πi
The prepotential F 0 " ω 0,0 is worth
and satisfies dF 0 " V dt`Idǫ.
In terms of the torus modulus τ and scaling ν, we have t "´15ν 4 G 4 pτ q, V "´35ν 6 G 6 pτ q, ǫ " 3ν 5 G 1 4 pτ q, I " 2πiτ ǫ`4 5 νt.
We also have
Loop equations and deformation parameters
We start by recalling the loop equations for the topological recursion applied to any spectral curve of degree 2 with a global involution. Let y 2 " Rpxq, with R P Cpxq. The family of curves that we consider has the global involution z Þ Ñ´z, i.e. xpzq " xp´zq.
Let ω 0,1 pzq :" ypzqdxpzq, ω 0,2 pz 1 , z 2 q :" Bpz 1 , z 2 q and ω g,n for 2g´2`n ą 0 be defined as the topological recursion amplitudes for this initial data [15] .
The loop equations for this particular case read:
The linear loop equations read:
(11) ω g,n`1 pz, z 1 , . . . , z n q`ω g,n`1 p´z, z 1 , . . . , z n q " δ g,0 δ n,1 dxpzqdxpz 1 q pxpzq´xpz 12 .
The quadratic loop equations claim that the following expression (12) 1 dxpzq 2¨ω g´1,n`2 pz,´z, z 1 , . . . , z n q`ÿ g 1`g2 "g,
is a rational function of xpzq with no poles at the branch-points.
We will make use of an immediate consequence of the loop equations:
For all g, n ě 0, P g,n pxpzq; z 1 , . . . , z n q :"´1 dxpzq 2˜ω g´1,n`2 pz,´z, z 1 , . . . , z n q (13)`ÿ g 1`g2 "g, I 1 \I 2 "tz 1 ,...,znu ω g 1 ,1`|I 1 | pz, I 1 qω g 2 ,1`|I 2 | p´z, I 2 qņ
xpzq´xpz i q ω g,n pz 1 , . . . ,´z i , . . . , z n q dxpz i qi s a rational function of xpzq that has no poles at the branch-points and no poles when xpzq " xpz i q.
Proof. First, the expression (13) is even under z Ñ´z and meromorphic on Σ, hence a meromorphic function of xpzq P CP 1 , i.e. a rational function of xpzq. From the loop equations, it has no pole at branchpoints. Let us study the behavior at z " z i . The only term in (12) that contains a pole at z " z i is 1 dxpzq 2 Bpz, z i q ω g,n p´z, z 1 , . . . ,ẑ i , . . . , z n q. Remark that Bp´z, z i q has no pole at z " z i and Bpz, z i q`Bp´z, z i q " dxpzqdxpz i q pxpzq´xpz i2 " d iˆd xpzq xpzq´xpz i q˙.
Therefore we add a term without any poles to the previous one and consider the term with a pole at z " z i to be 1 dxpzq 2 dxpzqdxpz i q pxpzq´xpz i2 ω g,n p´z, z 1 , . . . ,ẑ i , . . . , z n q. We can write it as (14) d iˆˆ1 xpzq´xpz i q˙ˆω g,n p´z, z 1 , . . . ,ẑ i , . . . , z n q dxpzq ω g,n p´z i , z 1 , . . . ,ẑ i , . . . , z n q dxpz i q`ω g,n p´z i , z 1 , . . . ,ẑ i , . . . , z n q dxpz i q˙˙.
The sum of the first two terms does not have a pole at z " z i . Therefore subtracting the last term for all i " 1, . . . , n, we obtain an expression with no poles at z " z i . Since this expression is an even function of z, there is no pole at z "´z i either.
Recall that in general ω 0,2 " B can have poles only at coinciding points and the ω g,n 's with 2g´2`n ą 0 can have poles only at ramification points. Therefore, from the corollary we see that P g,n pxpzq, z 1 , . . . , z n q as a function of z can only have poles at the poles of ω 0,1 " ydx.
3.1.
Relation to time deformation for Painlevé I. Now we restrict ourselves to curves described by polynomials of the form y 2 " x 3`t x`V, with t "´3u 2 and V " 2u 3 . In this case, ω 0,1 " ydx can only have poles at xpzq " 8.
The topological recursion amplitudes for 2g´2`n ě 0 are analytic away from branchpoints; in particular they are analytic at 8, with the following behavior near z " 8: ω g,n pz, z 1 , . . . , z n q " Opz´2q.
In our case, this implies the following behavior at xpzq " 8: (15) ω g,n`1 pz, z 1 , . . . , z n q dxpzq " Opxpzq´3 2 q, for 2g´2`n ě 0.
Since the only pole can come from terms that contain ω 0,1 " ydx, P g,n has the following behavior at xpzq Ñ 8: P g,n pxpzq, z 1 , . . . , z n q " 2 ypzqdxpzq ω g,n`1 pz, z 1 , . . . , z n q dxpzq 2`O pxpzq´3q,
i.e.
(16) P g,n pxpzq, z 1 , . . . , z n q " 2ypzqOpxpzq´3 2 q`Opxpzq´3q " Op1q, for 2g´2`n ě 0, where the last behavior comes from the fact that in the elliptic curve case, we have y " x 3 2 . We have seen that P g,n is a polynomial of degree 0, that is independent of z, and can be written: P g,n pxpzq, z 1 , . . . , z n q " 2 lim zÑ8 xpzq 3 2 ω g,n`1 pz, z 1 , . . . , z n q dxpzq .
Corollary 3.3. For pg, nq ‰ p0, 0q, p0, 1q:
(17) P g,n pxpzq, z 1 , . . . , z n q "´¿ B 8,1 ω g,n`1 pz, z 1 , . . . , z n q " B Bt ω g,n pz 1 , . . . , z n q, with B 8,1 the second kind cycle given by 1 2πi C 8 a xpzq, where C 8 denotes a small contour around 8.
Moreover
Proof. The expressions for pg, nq " p0, 0q, p0, 1q are direct computations using (13) .
In order to get the second equality in (19) , observe from the first equality that also P 0,1 has the following behavior at xpzq Ñ 8:
For pg, nq ‰ p0, 0q, since P g,n is constant with respect to z, we can write P g,n " 2 lim xpzqÑ8 xpzq 3 2 ω g,n`1 pz, z 1 , . . . , z n q dxpzq "´Res zÑ8 a xpzq ω g,n`1 pz, z 1 , . . . , z n q " "´¿
Moreover, since t "´t 8,1 , we have B Bt ω 0,1 "´B Bt8 1 ω 0,1 "´ş B 8,1 ω 0,2 , and since B is the Bergman kernel normalized on the A-cycles, we also have B Bt 8,1 ω 0,2 " ş B 8,1 ω 0,3 . Knowing that, it is proved in [15, 12] that ¿ B 8,1 ω g,n`1 pz, z 1 , . . . , z n q " B Bt 8,1 ω g,n pz 1 , . . . , z n q "´B Bt ω g,n pz 1 , . . . , z n q.
3.2.
Generalization to any plane curve with a global involution. Our goal is to find the relation between P g,n from loop equations and an operator depending on time deformations acting on the topological recursion amplitudes. In this section, we generalize the relation that we have just found in the Painlevé I case to all plane curves with a global involution. Consider algebraic curves of the form
with Rpxq P Cpxq an arbitrary rational function. This is parametrized by a pair of meromorphic functions x, y on a Riemann surface Σ. The ramified covering given by x : Σ Ñ CP 1 is a double cover. Depending on the parity of the behavior of y at x Ñ 8, x has either one double pole (order d "´2) or 2 simple poles (order d "´1). Let us denote σ the global involution which sends px, yq Þ Ñ px,´yq.
The 1-form ω 0,1 " ydx can have a pole over x " 8 and poles over the zeros of the denominator of Rpxq. We call ζ i the poles of ω 0,1 of respective degrees given by m i`1 .
Let us define d i :" ord ζ i pxq. If ζ i is not a pole of x, we assume that it is not a ramification point, hence d i " 1. If ζ i is a pole of x, then d i can be either´2 or´1 as we commented, depending on ζ i being a ramification point or not. Notice that if ζ i is a pole, so is σpζ i q, and thus poles come in pairs. Moreover, we can only have σpζ i q " ζ i , if ζ i is a double pole of x, which corresponds to the case d i "´2. Near ζ i we use the local variable (22) ξ i " px´xpζ i qq
We write the Laurent expansion:
This defines the local KP times [12] (24)
Notice that for poles for which σpζ i q ‰ ζ i , we have
Again, loop equations imply that the P g,n defined in (13) (26) P g,n px; z 1 , . . . , z n q has no pole at coinciding points or at branchpoints. It must be a rational function of x, whose poles can be only at the poles of ydx, i.e. at the poles of Rpxq and possibly at x " 8.
Proposition 3.4. Defining the operator
then, (28) P g,n px; z 1 , . . . , z n q " Lpxq.ω g,n pz 1 , . . . , z n q.
Proof. Let us write the Cauchy formula for x " xpzq P g,n px; z 1 , . . . , z n q " Res Since the behavior at the poles is given by the terms containing ω 0,1 " ydx in (13) , near any of the poles ζ i we have (30) P g,n pxpzq; z 1 , . . . , z n q " 2ypzq dxpzq ω g,n`1 pz, z 1 , . . . , z n q`Opξ´2
First consider the poles over x " 8, with d i "´1 or d i "´2, which contribute to P g,n aś ÿ
The finite poles contribute as
ω g,n pz 1 , . . . , z n q.
We have just found a differential operator Lpxq in the times, whose coefficients are rational functions of x, with poles at x " 8 or x " xpζ i q, i.e. the same poles as Rpxq, with at most the same degrees.
Example 3.1. In the elliptic case of curves of the form y 2 " x 3`t x`V we have only one pole, at ζ i " 8, of degree m i " 5, with d i "´2. The only non-vanishing times are t 8,5 "´2 and t 8,1 "´t, and thus only the terms with j " 5 and k " 0 contribute:
Example 3.2. In the Airy case, y 2 " x, we have only one pole, at ζ i " 8, of degree m i " 3, with d i "´2. The sum is empty and
Lpxq " 0.
Remark 3.3. More generally, the admissible curves considered in [22] , are those for which
PDE for any degree 2 curve
For r ě 1, let D " ř r i"1 α i rp i s be a divisor on Σ, with p i P Σ. We call ř i α i the degree of the divisor and denote Div 0 pΣq the set of divisors of degree 0. For D P Div 0 pΣq, we define the integration of a 1-form ρpzq on Σ as
where o P Σ is an arbitrary base point. This integral is well defined locally, meaning that it is independent of the base point o because the degree of the divisor is zero, however it depends on a choice of homotopy class from o to p i . For pg, nq ‰ p0, 2q consider the functions of D, defined locally:
F g,n pDq :" n hkkkkikkkkj ż D¨¨¨żD ω g,n pz 1 , . . . , z n q, (36) 
Recall that Bpz 1 , z 2 q :" d 1 d 2 log´Epz 1 , z 2 q a dxpz 1 qdxpz 2 q¯, with Epz 1 , z 2 q being the prime form, which is defined in [15] , and satisfies that it vanishes only if z 1 " z 2 with a simple zero and has no pole.
For pg, nq " p0, 2q define:
Since the ω g,n are symmetric, we have the following relations for pg, nq ‰ p0, 2q:
where x i :" xpp i q,x :" xppq, and d dx acts on meromorphic functions by taking exterior derivative and dividing by dx, which amounts to derivate an analytic expansion of the meromorphic function with respect to a local variable x.
For pg, nq " p0, 2q we have
Integrating the first part of Theorem 3.1 over a divisor D of degree 0, we obtain: Bt ω 0,2 pz 1 , z 2 q " B Bt F 0,2 pDq.
Proof.
Taking the derivative with respect to t of the first line gives the left hand side of (47) because we are taking this derivative at fixed x.
Consider dEpz, p 1 q :" d z log´Epz, p 1 q a dxpzqdxpp 1 q¯and observe that (49) lim zÑp 1 dEpz, p 1 q dxpzq´1 xpzq´xpp 1 q " 0.
With this notation one can rewrite (45) as: 
Proof. We will give the proof of the claim for the case k " 1, but it works exactly the same for every k. Let us first consider the generic situation with pg, nq ‰ p0, 0q, p0, 1q, p0, 2q, p1, 0q. For n " 0, we can write P g,0 pxpzqq as (52) F 2 g´1,2 pz, z, Dq`ÿ g 1`g2 "g F 1 g 1 ,1 pz, DqF 1 g 2 ,1 pz, Dq " Lpxq.F g,0 pDq " Lpxq.F g pDq.
Setting z " p 1 , x 1 " xpp 1 q and using (42) and (43), we obtain
Making use of (42) again, we get
For n ą 0, we integrate (13) n times over D and use (17) to get F 2 g´1,n`2 pz, z, Dq`n o p0,2q ÿ g 1`g2 "g n 1`n2 "nˆn n 1˙F 1 g 1 ,n 1`1 pz, DqF 1 g 2 ,n 2`1 pz, Dq2 nF 1 0,2 p´z, DqF 1 g,n pz, Dq´n
where the sum of the second term is taken over g i , n i ě 0 and "no p0, 2q" means we exclude the case pg i , n i q " p0, 1q for i " 1, 2, and we have used that pF 1 0,2 pz, Dq´F 1 0,2 p´z, DqqF 1 g,n pz, Dq "´2F 1 0,2 p´z, DqF 1 g,n pz, Dq`r
which follows from (46). Letting z " p 1 , x i " xpp i q, dividing by n! and using (42) and (43), we obtain
Using (42) again, we obtain the following expression for the left hand side:
For all ℓ ě 3, we sum this expression for all g ě 0, n ě 1 such that 2g´2`n " ℓ´2 and P g,0 pxpz 1from (53) for all g ě 0 such that 2g´2 " ℓ´2, and we use (44) to obtain:
Lpx 1 q.F g,n .
Therefore, for ℓ ě 3, we have proved
Let us finally consider the special cases: ‚ For pg, nq " p0, 0q we get
‚ For pg, nq " p0, 1q we get 2F 
‚ For pg, nq " p0, 2q we first rewrite (13):
Now we integrate twice over D:
We introduceF 1 0,2 pz, Dq " F 1 0,2 pz, Dq´α 1 dEpz,p 1 q dx and obtain: 20 Observe that (59) lim
Using this, at z " p 1 we obtain
where we have called Spp 1 q the limit
Now observe that, using the Lemma 4.2, we obtain
Lpxpzqq.ω 0,2 pz 1 , 2 q " Lpxpzqq.ˆω 0,2 pz 1 , 2 q´d For the first term of (57), we thus obtain: α i α j px 1´xi qpx i´xj q .
Assuming α 1 " 1 α 1 , and summing over all topologies, we get the claim. Remark 4.1. Very often in the literature a different convention is used to regularize the p0, 2q term of the wave function:ψ pD, t, q :" exp˜S 1 pD, tq`ÿ mě0,m‰1 m´1 S m pD, tq¸, whereS 1 pD, tq -1 2 ş D ş D´B pz 1 , z 2 q´d xpz 1 qdxpz 2 q pxpz 1 q´xpz 22¯. Using (48), we obtain that the relation to our wave function is the following ψpD, t, q "ψpD, t, q¨ź iăj px i´xj q α i α j . 4.1. PDE for Airy curve. In this particular case, we had P g,n " 0.
Therefore, in this case we obtain the following system of PDEs:
(67) x k´xi`ÿ i‰j i‰k,j‰k α i α j px k´xi qpx i´xj q‹ ‹ ‚ ψ " xψ, for every k " 1, . . . , r.
Example 4.2. Considering the divisor D " rz 1 s´rz 2 s, sending z 2 Ñ 8 and regularizing the p0, 1q factor of the wave function, we recover the Airy quantum curve from our PDE for k " 1, with
x " x 1 :ˆ 2 d 2 dx 2´x˙ψ " 0.
PDE for Painlevé case.
In this case we have P g,n " B Bt ω g,n pz 1 , . . . , z n q. Therefore, we obtain the following PDE: x k´xi´B Bt`p ‹q¸ψpDq " pP pxq`B Bt F qψ, for every k " 1, . . . , r, where p‹q is given by (66).
Reduced equation.
Consider a divisor D " rzs´rz 1 s with 2 points, and call x " xpzq, x 1 " xpz 1 q. The equation we have obtained is a PDE: it involves both d{dx and d{dx 1 , as well as partial derivatives with respect to times when Lpxq ‰ 0. Let us show here that it is possible to eliminate d{dx 1 and arrive to an equation involving only d{dx, as well as possibly times derivatives. Define (69)ψpz, z 1 q :" px´x 1 qψprzs´rz 1 s, t, qe F .
Define the differential operators D :" 2 d 2 dx 2´L pxq´Rpxq, (70)
Equation (51) 
